Forearm lengthening and prosthetic management in children with transverse congenital forearm deficiency.
In cases of transverse congenital forearm deficiency, achieving a good prosthesis fit during childhood remains a challenge. Ulnar lengthening is a treatment option for improving the prosthesis fit. The objective of this study was to evaluate surgical ulnar lengthening and the subsequent prosthesis fit. We reviewed four cases of ulnar lengthening in children with transverse congenital forearm deficiency. The procedure was evaluated in terms of the duration of lengthening, increase in ulnar length and healing index. The elbow range of motion, functional outcome (Prosthetic Upper Extremity Functional Index, PUFI) and time spent using the prosthesis per day were evaluated. The mean age at the time of the lengthening procedure was 3.5 years, the mean duration of lengthening was 58.3 days, the mean length gain was 21 mm, and the mean healing index was 70.1 days/cm. Elbow range of motion was restricted in one patient (100°-140°) and full in the other three patients. Based on the PUFI, 88.4% of activities were performed without the prosthesis. Children only used their prosthesis to perform specific tasks. Given the high complication rate and the lack of prosthesis use during daily activities, the main indication for forearm lengthening is a very short forearm that prevents prosthesis fitting. This procedure should be performed later in life - in adolescence.